Hyperflow®

Hyperflow® is Nussbaum’s patented and perfected technology that take the NT and hydraulic systems to the next level. Through intense development and precision manufacturing, Nussbaum has developed Hyperflow® to automatically incorporate the NT Calibration and air flush into the normal operation of the lift.

Hyperflow® Technology Products

- Jumbo Lift (Low Profile Double Scissor)
- Uni Lift (Wheel Alignment Scissor)
- Power Lift (Hydraulic 2 Post Lift)

Hyperflow® Features

- Less components
- Reduced setup, service and repair time
- Air Bleed and Calibration is performed automatically during normal operation.

Hyperflow® Operation

When the lift is raised to its maximum height, the cylinders are at their maximum stroke. The cylinder design allows for oil transfer through the cylinders and back to tank without allowing the lift to lower, even with load.

This oil transfer process not only flushes air out of the system it also calibrates the cylinders.